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4. Sound patterns

There are twenty significant and contrastive sounds in the Batad Ifugao system. Fourteen are

consonants and six are vowels. In addition there is a significant feature of length which is verbalized as

long vowels in contrast to short vowels.

4.1 Consonants

Consonants are divided into obstruents and sonorants on the basis of features of articulation.

Bilabial Alveolar Velar Pharyngeal

Obstruents:

voiceless p t k glottal stop (')

voiced b d g

Sonorants:
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Nasal sonorants and the oral sonorant w do not have pronunciation variants. The lateral sonorant /

has three variants. An alveolar lateral flap is produced by the forward flap of the tongue, past the alveolar

ridge from a retroflexed position. This variant occurs preceding front vowels i or e, in words such as dalit

*an eel' and lerjon *a bird snare-trap*. A second variant is a retroflexed vocoid similar to the English r.

The tongue position is the same as that of a preceding vowel. This variant occurs at the end of syllables,

i.e., when followed by a consonant or space except when followed by another /. In this latter environment

and in all other environments, / is pronounced as an alveolar lateral, similar to the English /.

The palatal sonorant y has two variants. One is a voiced alveopalatal sibilant similar to the sound of

z in the English word 'azure'. It occurs at the beginning of a syllable if preceded by a consonant. It also

occurs when preceded or followed by a high vowel (/ or u) in words such as umogyat 'will become

frightened* or luyo' 'pond-field growing medium*. A palatal vocoid, similar to the English y, occurs in all

other environments.

The pharyngeal sonorant h has two variants. One is a pharyngeal fricative, produced by the tongue

root partially blocking air flow at the upper pharyngeal wall. This variant is most audible at the end of

words or at the end of a reduplicated syllable, e.g., matuh 'will pass by' or mummohmoh 'will squeeze'.

In all other environments, a sound similar to the English h occurs.

4.2 Vowels

There arc six Batad Ifugao vowels. Two are front vowels, two are central and two are back vowels.

Front Central Back

High i 3 u

Low e a o

Figure 2. Vowel chart

4.2.1 Front vowels

The front vowels / and e are pronounced with the tongue in a relatively front area of articulation and

the lips arc unrounded.

Each one has variant pronunciations. One variant of i is a high open vowel sound similar to the English

/ in the word 'hit'. It occurs as the peak of a syllable, closed by a consonant other than a glottal stop. In

open syllables (or in syllables closed by a glottal stop) a high close vowel sound occurs, somewhat similar

to the vowel sound in the English word 'each'.

One variant of e is a low open vowel sound similar to the English e in the word 'wet'. Like a parallel

variant of /, it occurs as the peak of a syllable closed by a consonant other than a glottal stop. In open

syllables (or syllables closed by a glottal stop), a low close vowel sound occurs somewhat similar to the

vowel sound of the English word 'gate', but without an off-glide.

4.2.2 Central vowels

There are two central vowels (b and a) pronounced with the tongue in a relatively central area of

articulation.

The central vowel ? has little discernable variation in pronunciation. It is located approximately at the

mid close position on a vocoid chart. It is somewhat similar in pronunciation to the vowel of the last

syllable of the English word 'timeless'.

The central vowel a has two variant pronunciations. One is a low close vowel similar to the vowel of

the English word 'but'. It occurs in open syllables when the vowel is not lengthened, and in syllables

closed by the consonants b, d and g, e.g., gagwa 'the center of something' and gotad 'an expensive feast*.

The other variant is a low open vowel pronounced about midway between the vowels of the English words

'hat' and 'hot*. This variant is found when the vowel is lengthened and in syllables closed by consonants

other than b, d and g.
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4.23 Back vowels

There are two back vowels (u and o) and each has four variants. The conditioning environment for

each variant of u is identical to that of each variant of o. Each has one variant which occurs in syllables

closed by n or k. This variant of u is similar in pronunciation to the vowel of the English word 'foot'.

This variant of o is similar to the vowel of the English word 'hot', with slightly more lip rounding.

A second variant of each is pronounced within the same area of articulation as the variants described

above, but with pharyngealization. They precede the pharyngeal fricative variant of h. The onset of

pharyngealization begins with the vowel and continues through the pronunciation of h. Pharyngealization

is most audible when h occurs at the end of words or at the end of each syllable of a reduplicated syllable.

A third variant of each occurs in syllables closed by p or t. This variant of u is pronounced somewhat

similarly to the vowel of the English word 'hit', but with rounded lips. The variant of o is pronounced

somewhat similarly to the vowel of the English word 'pep', but also with lip rounding.

A fourth variant of each occurs in environments other than those described above. This variant of u

is a high close back rounded vowel sound, somewhat similar to the vowel of the English word 'boot'. This

variant of o is a mid close back rounded vowel, similar in pronunciation to the vowel of the English word

'boat' but without an off-glide.

43 Length

Vowels are pronounced either long or short. A long vowel is approximately twice as long in duration

of pronunciation as a short vowel. Length is a significant feature, often being the minimal difference

between two words, e.g., gumilit 'crowd each other* and gumilit 'strips rice grains'.

Length, when it occurs, is on the second to the last vowel of a stem form, unless it is affected by

affixation, e.g., muntalid 'sharpens a round point'. Length only occurs on vowels of open syllables. Vowels

of closed syllables are always short.

The suffixation of a stem with a lengthened vowel by a postclitic pronoun does not change the length

feature, e.g., muntalidda {muntalid + -da) 'they sharpen a round point*.

Suffixation of a stem with length by the affixes -an or -on
y
however, pulls the length feature to the last

syllable of the stem (talid + -an = talidan 'sharpens a round point on something'). This form may also

be suffixed by a pronoun with no effect on the length, e.g., tafidanda 'they sharpen a round point on

something'.

The situation, however, is somewhat different when a sjem does not occur with length, e.g., muntalin

'ties a leash rope'; the stem form is talin. When the stem form is suffixed, no length occurs, provided the

final syllable is closed, i.e., ends in a consonant; talinan (ta.li.nan) 'ties a leash rope onto something'. If

this syllable is opened, however, by the suffixation of a pronoun, length does occur on the vowel of that

syllable, e.g., talin + -an + -na = talinana (ta.li.na.na) 'he ties a leash rope onto something'; (-an + na

= -ana). It may be theorized that there is 'potential length' on the vowel i of talin, that the suffix -an

pulls the (potential) length one syllable to the right. It may also be theorized that it remains a potential

length feature, provided the syllable is closed. When the syllable is opened, as illustrated above, the length

feature is realized.

4.4 Sound clusters

A sequence of two consonants or two vowels within words, across syllable boundaries, are common:

dagwa (dag.wa) 'shared produce'

gaud (ga.ud) 'spade'

The cluster may be two different sounds, as illustrated above, or two identical sounds:

paMtang (pal.la.tang) 'lookout platform'

d&an (da.an) 'preparation day'
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The glottal stop also occurs as a consonant cluster:

tumu"uy (tu.mu'.'uy) 'manipulates someone*

A grammatical feature of doubling of consonants commonly indicates reciprocal action (see sec.

7.16.7):

abak 'to defeat someone'

abbak Tor two to compete with each other'

Doubling of w results in a sequence gw y
and doubling of y results in a sequence dy:

awit 'to wrestle'

agwit 'engage in a wrestling contest'

Paralleling this feature, ww and yy of other Ifugao dialects are gw and dy in Batad Ifugao:

Gohang Ifugao Batad Ifugao

nahawwal 'is a remainder' nahagwat

maymayyapit Very thin' maymadyapit

A general rule of derivation further supports dy as the Batad Ifugao realization of a yy sequence. The

formula for comparative degree of adjectives with the pattern eveve is reduplication of the first three

syllables plus doubling of the second syllable, e.g., do'ol 'many' and do'do"ol 'very many'. Following this

formula, dy of maymadyapit is the realization of the doubling of the consonant y of mayapit 'thin'.

5. Orthography

Most sounds are symbolized as indicated in the consonant and vowel charts (see Figures 1-2). There

arc a few adjustments made, however, in the spelling of words in this dictionary.

5.1 Symbolization of velar nasal t)

A digraph ng is used to symbolize this single sound, paralleling its symbolization in other Philippine

languages and in English words such as 'sing' or 'ring'.

5.2 Glottal stop

The glottal stop is symbolized by an apostrophe ('), e.g., lu'bub 'to lie on the stomach' and tu'a' 'a

frog'.

The glottal stop is not symbolized in word initial position: ahaw inside rafter', empah 'a domestic fowl',

oho' 'a seed'. The dictionary user needs to be aware, however, that words written with initial vowels

actually begin with a glottal stop. This is necessary since with prefixation of the stem or with reduplication

of the first two or more sounds of the stem, the stem initial glottal stop is symbolized in word medial

position. It is audibly pronounced and must be written, e.g., udut 'peelings'; mun- + udut = mun'udut

'pares fruit or vegetables'; ahup 'a long time'; reduplication of the first eve + doubling of the second

consonant + ahup ~ ah 'ahhup 'a very long time'.

53 Mid close central vowel a

This vowel contrasts in analogous environments with a, e.g., mundeah 'calls a dog', munhaah 'hisses';

duwe 'two'; oha 'one'; item 'your brother/sister' and matam 'your eye'. The compiler has been unable to

theorize environmental conditioning to group these two sounds as variants of one significant sound.

Nevertheless, no good contrasts have been observed in minimal environments and contrasts in analogous

environments are not common. Furthermore, the tongue position in pronouncing a is only slightly higher

than for one variant of a which is described in section 4.2.2 as similar to the sound in the English word

'but'. The contrast between 9 and this variant of a
y
therefore, is difficult to hear if, in fact, it exists. Added

to this is the fact that other dialects of Ifugao such as Bayninan and Gohang have only a five vowel

system with the two central vowels of Batad Ifugao pronounced as a single vowel a. This dictionary,
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therefore, for practical reasons, does not attempt to distinguish between ? and a; the symbol a is used

throughout.

5.4 Symbolization of length

Length is symbolized as a macron over a lengthened vowel, e.g., paguh 'a whip' and ydpit 'the thinness

of something*.

5.5 Alphabetical order of orthographic symbols

The following is the order of the orthographic symbols used to determine the order in which entries

occur in the dictionary: a, a f b, dy e, i, g, h, i, i, k, I, m, n, ng, o, 6, p, r, s, t
f ut ut w, y and glottal stop (').

5.5.1 Alphabetizing lengthened vowels

Alphabetically, a lengthened vowel follows that vowel without length. Thus, the entry gilit occurs before

gUit and ubi occurs before ubi.

5.5.2 Alphabetizing ng

The sequence ng is treated as a single unit, not as n followed alphabetically by g as in English

dictionaries. Thus, haguntal occurs alphabetically before hagung because n, with any symbols following

it, occurs before ng.

SJ53 Alphabetizing s and r

The sound 5 does not occur in the Batad phonemic system. It has, however, been introduced by recent

lexical acquisitions of words from languages such as Docano, Spanish and English. A few words with st

regularly used in normal speech, are therefore included.

Although r is a variant of / in the Batad phonological system, the symbol r is used in the transcription

of a few lexical acquisitions that have not adapted to the Batad system.

5.5.4 Alphabetizing the glottal stop

The glottal stop (') is placed at the end of the alphabet. Since it is not written in word initial position,

it is also ignored in this position in alphabetizing words. Thus, words beginning with a glottal stop

followed by an a occur first in the dictionary under the a section, since the glottal stop is not indicated

word initial. On the other hand, hayup occurs before ha 'ag because y occurs alphabetically before the

glottal stop. In this case, the glottal stop is both written and recognized for the purpose of alphabetizing.

Very few suffixes begin with a glottal stop. When they are suffixed to a word, the glottal stop occurs

within that word. Since the glottal stop is written, these suffixes are alphabetized under the glottal stop

at the end of the dictionary.

6. Sound changes

It is common for sound changes (morphophonemic changes) to occur when bases are affixed or are

followed by ligatures.

One of these involves affixes ending in nasals. There are two different kinds of sound change. One
involves only the affixpaN- and is described within that entry in the dictionary proper. The other involves

several affixes and is symbolized throughout the dictionary as N.

Other common changes involve the lowering of the articulatory position or loss of vowels.

6.1 Affixes ending in N

The affix final N is used to symbolize the last consonant of many affixes, and a number ligature -M
Note that unlike the situation with N of the affix paN~ no fusion of consonants results here; N is realized

as m, /i or ng and the second consonant occurs following it. The rules for how N is realized are as follows:

• n followed by b,p or m is realized as m, for example:

muN- + buhug = mumbuhug
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• N followed by d, h, n, f, y, a glottal stop (*) or a vowel is realized as n t for example:

muN- + hadag = munhadag
hiN- + tUtu = hintitlu

4N-an + gawat « ginawatan

iN- + v4g»vaf - in'Agwat

• jv followed by / is realized as either / or n, for Example:

iN- + luwag * Uluwag or inluwag

in- + o/or « e/fctf or e/itor

• tf followed by g, fc, /ig or w is realized as ng
t for example:

hiN- + go/mi/ = hinggamal

muN- + kaweng « munggaweng
muN- + ngadan = mungngadan

duwa + -N + wakang = duwang wdkang

Note that in this last example, w is realized as /ig even though the following consonant is separated from
it by space, beginning a following word.

The affix final N occurs in the following:

h*N proclitic number, one unit of quantity, length, size, time, value, weight
hiN- + -urn- derivational affix; some (but not all) events, objects or kinds of objects

+ cv
iN- possessed noun proclitic; wife of a named man
iN- past tense form of the role marking prefix i-

-iN- past tense form of the role marking suffix -an or -on

~n measure ligature; links numbers to a following unit of measure
puN-i role marking affix; signals an agent involved in a specific act, actor,

instrument or manner
puN-2 extensive aspect affix; indicates that the action of the verb is extensive

Throughout the dictionary, in citing the affixes and measure ligature, the final consonant is symbolized
using the morphophoneme N; that is, the articulatory position of the nasal consonants realized in various
contexts is not indicated.

6.2 Irregular sound changes

Throughout the dictionary, in citing stem forms, regular forms unaffected by sound change, if known,
are cited. In a few cases, the forms are hypothesized. This applies to the entry forms under which lexical

descriptions are found, forms cited in cross-referencing, constituents of derivations, etc.

Some sound changes are irregular when bases and affixes occur together. That is, although patterns

can be observed, the rules governing them are somewhat complicated and are not applied with all bases.

Since the average user will not internalize such rules and since, in any case, some stems do not apply
the rules, the dictionary is designed to help the user with some of the more common affixed forms when
irregularities occur.

In the first place, to help the user arrive at a resultant affixed form adjusted from the regular shape
of a stem and affix, the resultant forms are noted in the dictionary proper under the entries involved

within wedges < > . For example, under the entry atap
t when -an is suffixed to the stem atap

t the form
atpan results (not atapan). This unpredictable change is noted at the end of the first entry under sense 2,

in a notation as follows: < -an: atpan >

.

To help the user find a stem in the dictionary of an affixed form either observed in text or heard in

oral speech, when that form is not easily analyzed into its constituents as affix(es) and stem, the irregular

form occurs alphabetically in the dictionary as a minor entry with a citation of the stem where that form
is described. For example, an entry occurs alphabetically in the dictionary proper as follows:
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pum'a (see po'a)

The form pum'a consists of the stem po'a plus an infix -urn-. In this case the stem vowel o has been

dropped, making it difficult to arrive at the stem form. Under po 'a, the infix -urn- is listed as indicating

an agent relationship of a substantive to the verb inflected by this infix. At the end of this entry is the

notation <-um-: pum'a; ...>, which indicates the resultant form when po'a is inflected by -wm-.

6.2.1 Loss of stem vowels

Many stems are of thepattern cvcv or cw, with or without a final consonant. It is common for either

the first or the second vowel to drop when the stem is affixed. Although this happens with any of the

five vowels, the most common vowels to drop are a, o or «, with o being the most common.

= bumnoh
- bohlon

Loss of a
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a front vowel remains front and a back vowel remains back. That is, i becomes a front vowel e when

influenced by the back vowel o, and « becomes a back vowel o when influenced by a front vowel e.

Involved are affixes such as i-
(
iN~> -iN- y hiN-, mi-, mangi-, pangi-, pi-, puN-, -urn- and umi-. Either e or

o of a stem vowel will cause the vowel i of an affix to be lowered to e, and the vowel u of an affix to be

lowered to o, thus the affix forms become e-, eN-, me-, poN-, -om-, etc. For example:

deggop
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a.goh + -a

n

» a.gu.han

ba.ngon + -on = ba.ngu.non
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